
 
 
 

Term 1, Week 8 – Friday 22  March2024 
Coming up in Week 9 
Monday 25 March: Ricky Riots guitar lessons 

Tuesday 26 March: Ethics and Scripture classes at 2.30pm 
Wednesday 27 March:  
Thursday 28 March:            BBQ breakfast from 8am – all welcome! 
                                                 Easter Hat Parade following the BBQ – all welcome! 
Friday 29 March: Good Friday public holiday! 
Weekly awards 
Principal’s Awards 
Millie in Year 4 for really putting in 100% effort and achieving FANTASTIC all-round improvement. 
Finn in Year 5 for AMAZING manners and for being respectful, considerate, and thoughtful towards others. 
Evie in Year 6 for being an AWESOME role model for all students and always helping out with younger students. 
KO     Namuun- for becoming more confident when faced with new challenges.  

    Brooklyn- for consistently bringing positivity and joy to our class. 
    Mila-for confidently explaining her thinking during maths lessons. 

KK Aurora K for carefully representing quantities in maths. 
Gwen for confidently sharing information about herself with the class. 
Oliver for copying dance moves with enthusiasm. 

1P    Anissa for working cooperatively with others during reading group activities. 
   Luie for working cooperatively with others during reading group activities. 
   Marley for always being a kind, friendly and helpful member of our class. 
   Nico for his enthusiastic attitude and participation in all sport and PE activities. 

1/2T Kingston for enthusiastic participation in guitar lessons. 
Mira for always being polite and respectful during class. 
Viktoria for some great Cosmic Yoga poses! 

3/4G   Jon for his impressive soccer skills in class sports. 
  Harrison for a wonderfully dictated information report about his school. 
  Jairus for being positively engaged in his learning resulting in great work all-round. 

4/5E Marisha for being a steadfast determination warrior, demonstrating unwavering persistence and dedication. 
Kingston for being a patience practitioner who always demonstrates persistent patience, during group activities. 
Sage for being a subtle star, a unique and understated sense of humour, bringing smiles and laughter to others. 

5/6G Chilli for her enthusiasm and focus during our guitar lessons. 
Ahitana for his positive attitude when trying new things. 
Finn for the 110% effort he gives to all sporting activities. 

5/6F Adil for effort in all class areas in a new environment. 
Alice for fantastic ideas around emotions and feelings in Lifeskills Go. 
Gaius for showing great dribbling skills in Basketball. 

 
Important dates: 
 

We look forward to seeing you on Thursday 28 March 
for our Darlington school community BBQ breakfast  
from 8am, followed by the Easter Hat Parade. 
 

Please see flyer to the right re Drama Scene vacation  
drama lessons with Steph, who runs the Tuesday morning  
Drama Club at Darlington.  



Class of the Week  
Kindy Koalas 

 
 
 
 

 


